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By Monte Carlo calculations
on a 124 lattice we investigate four-dimensional
SU(2) lattice
gauge theory with respect to the conjecture that at large distances this theory reduces approximately
to two-dimensional
SU(2) lattice gauge theory. We find good numerical evidence for this conjecture.
As a by-product
we also measure the SU(2) string tension and find reasonable
agreement
with
scaling. The “adjoint string tension ” is also found to have a reasonable
scaling behaviour.

1. Introduction
The simplest picture of confinement
is that the dominating
field configurations
carry random color magnetic flux [l-3].
If the magnetic flux is defined as in ref.
[3] it was shown that the existence of such a flux is a necessary and sufficient
condition for confinement.
To the extent that Monte Carlo calculations
give evidence
for quark confinement
(see e.g. ref. [4]) it therefore follows from ref. [3] that the
QCD vacuum consists of a disordered color magnetic flux. The remaining essentially
unsolved problem is to show how such a random flux can originate in QCD. In this
paper we shall not make any attempt at solving this difficult question. Instead we
shall adopt a more “phenomenological”
approach
where we use Monte Carlo
calculations
to study a conjectured
[l-3]
consequence
of disorder,
namely
“dimensional
reduction”.
There exists some “circumstantial
evidence”
(to be discussed in sect. 2) for an
effective dimensional
reduction at large distances in systems dominated by stochastic
fields. For the case of four-dimensional
QCD one might then expect [l, 31 that in
the infrared the dynamics governing large Wilson loops is approximately
given by
two-dimensional
QCD. For the case of SU(2) the first numerical
indication
of this
phenomenon
was obtained by Belova et al. [5], whereas a similar result was obtained
189
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by Migdal et al. [6] for SU(N) with N large. In these papers the spectral density
for Wilson loops [3] were compared in four and two dimensions and results indicating
dimensional
reduction were obtained.
The spectral density of a Wilson loop
contributions

one does not expect
perimeter

in four dimensions

from the area as well as the perimeter
dimensional

terms before

reduction.

one investigates

contains,

however,

terms. For the perimeter

Hence

it is of interest

dimensional

to remove

term
the

reduction.

In the present paper (see sect. 4) we have studied the case of SU(2) with perimeter
contributions
removed. The behaviour of an R X T Wilson loop is essentially given
by (we shall also allow for a Coulomb

term, see sect. 4)

W(R, T)=exp[-a,&l)RT-c(p)(R

+ T)].

(1.1)

We thus separate the four-dimensional
string tension ad=@) by a fit to eq. (1 .l).
The four-dimensional
inverse coupling
p is then mapped into a corresponding
two-dimensional
coupling &,, by requiring
ad

=4(P)

where ad =* is the two-dimensional

=

ud

=2(&D)

,

string tension.
P2” =f(P)

(1.2)

Thus, from eq. (1.2) we obtain

3

(1.3)

where f is a function determined
from our data. The mapping (1.3) is clearly always
possible, as can be seen from the definition
(I .2).
Next we consider the loop average in the adjoint representation.
It is expected
to have the form (again ignoring possible Coulomb terms)
W.dj(R, T)=exp[-~~d~~(~)RT-c”d’(P)(R+T)]+~exp[-k(P)(R+~)].
For large
asymptotic

(1.4)

loops (and finite N) the second term dominates
so that one has an
perimeter
law. This is due to the screening
of quarks in the adjoint

representation

by gluon pairs created

from the vacuum.

In practice

this effect occurs

only for distances between the quarks which are of the order of several correlation
lengths, as was pointed out by Bernard [7]. Therefore the area behaviour
is likely
to dominate in the small lattices used in Monte Carlo calculations.
However, even
if we imagine the existence of a super-computer
which could treat very large loops,
one could still measure the area-part in eq. (1.4) by first separating out the dominating
second term. If we assume that the string tension a:di4(p) is due to the same physical
mechanism
which is responsible
for the fundamental
string tension udd=4(p), then
there should be a relation between the two string tensions.
Hence, if the QCD
vacuum is dominated
by stochastic fluxes which produce dimensional
reduction,
we would expect that the adjoint string tension is given approximately
by twodimensional
QCD with the same mapping (1.3) between p and Pzn, i.e.
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Consequently,

in order

to see if dimensional

reduction

works

(1.5). This is done in sect. 4, where we find good agreement
= 10%). It is clear that a similar procedure
(j = &2, . . .). In practice

it turns

can be applied

out that the Wilson

we should

test eq.

with eq. (1.5) (within

for higher representations

averages

for quarks

in these

representations
are very small and beyond our computing
power in most cases.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in sect. 2 we present circumstantial
evidence
in favour of dimensional
reduction.
In sect. 3 we discuss our numerical
methods,
in particular
the application
of the spectral density to the calculation
of Wilson
averages for quarks in the higher representations.
In sect. 4 we represent
our
numerical
roughening

results.

Sect.

5 contains

some

comments,

in particular

concerning

and glueballs.

2. “Circumstantial

evidence” for dimensional

reduction

In this section we shall present various arguments
in favour of dimensional
reduction
in the presence of a stochastic color magnetic flux. These arguments are
not new, but in order to present a coherent picture we find it pertinent to collect
the arguments
which are scattered in the literature.

2.1. ANALOGY

WITH

SOLID

In solid

state physics

STATE

PHYSICS

there exists a beautiful

argument

[B] which

shows that if

one has a d-dimensional
system in a random magnetic field h(x), then at large
distances this is equivalent
to a (d-2)-dimensional
system without the random
field. Here h(x) satisfies
(h(x)) = 0,

(2.1)

(h~(X)hj(y))=A6ij6d(X-y).

It is further

(2.2)

assumed

that h couples

to the order

parameter

Thus the free energy

for a quenched

configuration

h(x) is

eeFthl=jdcrexp{-[

ddx [$‘a12 +$rla12 + +14

u in a linear

+ho]}

.

manner.

(2.3)

Corresponding
to eq. (2.2) the average over F[h] is performed
with a gaussian
weight. With this type of randomness
the dimensional
reduction is d + d - 2 at large
distances [B].
The analogy with QCD comes about if one assumes that the highly non-linear
QCD dynamics manages to produce a random color magnetic vacuum. One would
then expect to have relations similar to eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). With this motivation
two of the authors [I] conjectured
that a dimensional
reduction, d = 4 -+ d = 2, could
occur in QCD.
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This piece of “evidence”
just mention

the order parameter
couplings,

is admittedly

two objections.

rather

conjinement

weak for several

In eq. (2.3) the random

magnetic

reasons.

Let us

field is coupled

in a very simple way. One can easily think of more complicated

for example

through

a minimal

coupling

of the gauge field

V+V-ieA(x).
It has been

pointed

to

(2.4)

out by Hertz [9] that an ansatz

lead to a d + (d - 2) reduction.

Therefore,

like (2.4) does apparently

if one wants to investigate

not

what happens

in QCD it is of importance
to investigate
numerically
on a lattice whether the
reduction
is of the d + d -2 type or if it is more complicated.
Another problem is that the concept of color magnetic field is not gauge invariant.
Hence a straightforward
generalization
of eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) is not too meaningful.
It would probably be more reasonable
to replace the random field by a random
color magnetic flux. This was done in refs. [2,3] although the concept of flux was
not specified in ref. [2]. Furthermore,
in ref. [3], a concrete calculational
framework
for random fields was constructed and it was shown that it is a necessary and sujicient
condition for confinement that there exists a random additive color magneticflux. Since
the concept of flux is far from unique in the non-abelian
case, it is necessary to
specify precisely what is meant by the flux appearing
Consider the Wilson operator

in this result [3].

U(C)=Pexp[ig~~A~(x)dx,l,
which

is an N x N matrix

the form

in SU(N).

Since

eiam’[Ar(XLCl ,

U(C)

(2.5)
is unitary

it has eigenvalues

1GmGN.

of
(2.6)

magnetic flux. In the SU(N) case (Y,,, is in
In the U(1) case (Y, is the standard
general not additive. Now let us introduce the average spectral density
p,(a)

=

dA, eeScA*)1N E,

&,(a

-aJA,(x),

Cl)[ 1 dA, ees’A~‘]p’, (2.7)

where for simplicity we think of the limit N + CO.In eq. (2.7) 6,,(x)
defined modulo 2~ and S in the usual QCD action. Using
SZr =&

n

iy

is the a-function

eerna,

(2.8)

eeinaW(Cn),

(2.9)

w

one obtains
p.(u)=&
where

W(C”)

is the generalized

n

Wilson

=F

m

average
da e’““p,(a) .

Thus,

W(C”) is the Wilson

loop for the curve C transversed

n times.

(2.10)

J. Ambjflrn

If the curve C encloses
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the area A, and if the area A is divided

into smaller

areas

to
(2.11)

A=A,+A,+...+A,,
then it can be shown

that a necessary

and sufficient

condition

for confinement

is

that [3]
PA(Q) = I_:da,..-~~~do.p,,(ar,)p~~(~,).-.p,”(o.)
* *-a,).

XS,,(a-~,-~(Y2-.

(2.12)

In the sense of eq. (2.12) the color magnetic flux cy is thus additive. Furthermore,
the flux is stochastic, since the joint distribution
Pi
is formed from the individual
distributions
PA,(ai) by a convolution.
We refer to ref. [3] for further discussion.
In ref. [5] the above discussion was carried through for SU(2). We shall just give
the formulae needed in the next sections, and refer the reader to ref. [5] for further
information.

Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are replaced

by [5]
cos (na) ,

(2.13)

da p&a) sin* LYcos (ncu) .

(2.14)

2 sin* (Yp=(cr) = 1+2

f W(C”)
n=,

7r
W(V)=2
r I0
Using the character

expansion
(2.15)

trj=~,*Un=trj=n,*U-trj=nl*-~U,

one obtains

[5]
W(C”)=~(n+l)Wj=.,,(C)-~(n-l)Wj=n/z-I(C),

(2.16)

where
w,(C)=

T&

(trj

u(C))
dcu p=(a) sin (Ysin (2j + 1)a

is the Wilson

average

in the jth representation.

P,(Q) =
withj=O,$,l,$

,....

Eq. (2.13) is equivalent

sin (2j + l)a
?I
W,(C)(2j+ 1)
sin (Y
;=o

In two dimensions

’

(2.17)
to [5]
(2.18)

one has [5]
(2.19)
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where A is the area enclosed

strong

it is the Wj’s and not the W(C”)‘s

Ref. [5] also contains

coupling

conjinement

by the curve C. From eqs. (2.16) and (2.19) it is thus

seen that in two dimensions
behaviour.

et al. / Stochastic

a discussion

of the behaviour

that have an area
of the Wj’S in the

limit.

To conclude this subsection
we have seen that there exists a concept of color
magnetic flux which can be brought into contact with confinement
in the sense that
the flux is random

when one has confinement.

the flux (Y can implement

2.2. DIMENSIONAL

a dimensional

REDUCTION

OF SU(2) LATTICE

GAUGE

Thus there exists the possibility

reduction,

IN THE STRONG

as advocated

COUPLING

that

in refs. [3,5].

LIMIT

THEORIES

Next we shall quote an example in lattice gauge SU(2) theories where one has
dimensional
reduction. Although this example is well known, it may be worth while
to point out that it constitutes
a very simple example where randomness
is clearly
related to dimensional
reduction. Also it may be of interest that this example differs
in an important
aspect from the solid state analogy discussed previously.
We consider the Wilson loop (in the standard short-hand
notation)
p z (tr U,+tr
0

1
1.

U&)

where

0

pC(tr&+tr

U&)

tr U(C),

(2.20)

(2.2 1)

Let C be a planar curve which encloses the area A (in lattice units). In the strong
coupling limit /? + 0 the leading term comes from [4] the expansion of the exponent
to the power

A, (Z = l), i.e.

W(C)““&

dUPA
I

If C lies in the (12)-plane

one only needs to consider

the (12)-plane.
asymptotically

is therefore

The action

(2.22)

C (tr U, +tr U&) A tr U(C).
>
(0

effectively

w(c);:“,=

those plaquettes

two-dimensional.

w(c);:‘,

which are in

Hence we obtain

(2.23)

.

Similar results are obtained for quarks in the higher representations,
and hence one
has a dimensional
reduction for the spectral density for loops with IJ < 4 (I + J - 2).
As an example for the adjoint Wilson average one has
W,,(C)~~4,-

Hence we have a simple

example

W,,(C)~~2,.

of dimensional

reduction.

In contrast

to the solid

J. Ambjtirn
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state example mentioned
previously
we see that the reduction
is not of the type
d = 4+ d = 2. On the contrary we have (disregarding
renormalization
problems for
d>4and

P+co)

d=anything+d=2.

The cause of the dimensional
the randomness
There
density

Belova

reduction

of the type displayed
et al. [5] have shown

for an I

XJ

(2.23) can be demonstrated

to arise from

in eq. (2.12). Let us consider

the case of SU(2).

that in the strong

limit the spectral

coupling

loop satisfies the equation
Pm),

(2.24)

‘++o(p’)

(2.25)

P;x=J”(Q; P> = P;‘zx~;
where [5]
I

I

Pm=P +GiP5-miP

of the size of
for IJ<4 (I +J-2).
Thus we see that p 2D is essentially independent
the loop, which occurs only in the seventh order. It was also shown by Belova et
al. [5] that the two-dimensional
spectral density satisfies

,&;::A~(

V;

P2d

=

d Ud”(

u;

P2&4;*(

U-’

which is the SU(2) version of eq. (2.12) in two dimensions,
axial gauge. In eq. (2.26) V is the diagonal matrix

Vi

P2d

the dimensional

where the couplings

reduction,

(2.26)

where it is trivial in the

v=(Z e_9.).
Using

,

(2.27)

i.e. eq. (2.24), one derives

p and P2,, are mapped

according

to eq. (2.25). From eq. (2.28)

it then follows that the flux LYin eq. (2.27) has a stochastic distribution
and that the
flux is additive in the probabilistic
sense.
The randomness
in the strong coupling limit is of course also intuitively
clear.
The link variables

U fluctuate

in an uncorrelated

manner

when

the coupling

is

strong. However, the link variables are not gauge invariant,
whereas the flux (Y in
eq. (2.27) as well as the spectral density are gauge invariant.
Hence eq. (2.28) gives
a gauge invariant picture of randomness
in the strong coupling limit.
When p is increased to values higher than 1, eq. (2.25) is no longer useful, and
Monte Carlo calculations
are needed. Due to the roughening
transition
the flux
tube between the quark and the antiquark
fluctuates. However, if confinement
is
valid there should still exist a mechanism
which provides an essentially linear
potential.
Roughening
certainly produces corrections
to the linear potential,
but
these corrections
have been estimated by Liischer [lo] in some string models to be
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small relative

to the linear

potential.

sect. 4. Here we conclude
Dimensional
dimensional
approach

reduction
reduction

beyond

to this point in more detail in

that the dimensional

the roughening

in the strong coupling

with a study

confinement

We shall return

that there is a chance

work to a good approximation
in connection

et al. / Stochastic

of the ground

limit was first discussed

state wave functional

has also been investigated

reduction

will

transition.
by Greensite

[l 1, 121. Recently

by Dass et al. [ 131 in a variational

to lattice gauge theories.

2.3. DIMENSIONAL

REDUCTION

IN THE

MAKEENKO-MIGDAL

In the N+ 00 limit it has been shown by Makeenko
unrenormalized
Wilson average satisfies the equation
a

~WCI

-=g;N

cL6fl,v(x>

EQUATION

and Migdal

[14] that the

(2.29)

dy,6d(x-y)W[C,,lW[C,,I,

where the operator 6/1%~,,(x) is the area derivative in the point x. They have also
shown that eq. (2.29) admits the area behavior for W, i.e. W = emA, when C is a
large curve. Of course, there may be other solutions.
To make sense of the &function
in eq. (2.29) a regulator is needed. One can for
example imagine that there are domains
in the QCD vacuum of the order of
correlation
length [15]. For a large curve enclosing many correlation
domains one
can then show [ 151 that the area solution can be obtained from the two-dimensional
version of eq. (2.29) in the form (for C a planar curve)
a

~WCI

--=g;N--&

p 6flJx)
where

a is the correlation

f
length.

(2.30)

dy, ac2’(x-Y) WC,,,] WGJ ,

Thus, for a planar

curve the linear

potential

can

be understood
in terms of two-dimensional
QCD, provided the coupling is “renormalized” from g;N to giN/adm2.
For non-planar
curves it was conjectured
in ref.
[IS] that the linear potential can be understood
in terms of two-dimensional
QCD
in curved space (equal to the minimal surface spanned by C). Thus the conclusions
are similar to those obtained in the strong coupling limit. In particular the reduction
works from any dimension
to two dimensions.
To conclude this section we have seen that it is possible to provide some circumstantial evidence for dimensional
reduction
in QCD. It is clear that many more
quantitative
investigations
are needed to see if this idea works. In the following
sections we shall therefore present our Monte Carlo data, which in accordance with
refs. [5,6], turn out to provide numerical
evidence for dimensional
reduction.
3. The Monte Carlo procedure
The Monte Carlo simulations
were performed on a 124 lattice using the icosahedral
subgroup [16]. We used the Metropolis algorithm for updating and multiplying
the

J. Ambj$rn

old link variables
densities
spectral

measures

to the identity.

at each

the probability

Spectral

In each measurement

from all 6 x 124 different

900 measurements

density

197

nearest

loops up to size 5 x 5 were measured.

were collected

size. After thermalization
updating sweeps apart.
The spectral

confinement

with one of the 12 group elements

for Wilson
densities

et al. / Stochastic

Wilson

j3 were performed,

distribution

the

loops of a given

of the Wilson

3 to 5
loop.

Using the discrete group the trace of a Wilson loop can have only 9 values,
corresponding
to the 9 invariant
classes of the discrete group. By simply placing
the 6 x 124 measured loops of a given size in the corresponding
9 invariance
classes
one gets the spectral density, weighted according to a number of group elements
in each invariance
class. The expectation
value of a loop going n times around a
curve C is then
W(C”)=

i

pc(Cri) COS (TImi),

(3.1)

i-1

where the sum is over the 9 invariance

classes and (Y~is determined

by

tr U(C) = 2 cos (Y~.

(3.2)

The 9 values of ai are 0, $r, &r, zr, $r, ST, :a, $rr, V.
One can use the formulae eqs. (2.15), (2.16), which are valid when restricted
the discrete subgroup,
to construct
Wj(C)

wj(c>=

It should

be remembered

i:
i=l

sin [(2j + l)c~,]
(y, .
I

Pdai)

(2j

+

that the representation

1)

(3.3)

sin

corresponding

to

to isospin

j is no

longer irreducible
when restricted to the discrete group for j > $, if one tries to insert
eq. (3.3) as done in eqs. (2.17), (2.18).
From the average values of PRxT(ai) taken over the 900 measurements
we can
use (3.3) to construct

Wj(R x T) and the corresponding

Creutz

ratios.

To estimate

the statistical
errors on any of these observables
0 we have bunched
the 900
individual
measurements
Oi into averages 0, from which a “total average” d were
computed.
We then used the formula for the standard deviation

a(d) =

&)
[

c<(s,-h21 .
l/2

n

(3.4)

I

As a general rule we found that ~(6) did not change when the bunch sizes were
above 10. In table 1a we list the maximal square loop which could be measured at
a given p within 5% errors. Table lb lists the number of sweeps used to thermalize
the lattice. We used a total of 250 CPU hours on a ND500 computer.

J. Ambj$rn et al. / Stochastic con$nemem
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TABLE la
Maximal

square loop which could be measured
less than 30% error at a given p

with

P

Maximal
loop

No. of
measured sweeps

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

4x4
4x4
5x5
5x5
5x5

900
903
910
900
900

TABLE lb
No. of sweeps

P
start from adjacent
cold start

used to thermalize
2.2

p

STRING

TENSION

2.4

2.5

2.6

lOOO++ 1000 + 1000 + 1000
1000

4. Numerical
4.1. THE

2.3

FOR

QUARKS

results

IN THE

FUNDAMENTAL

REPRESENTATION

We shall now present our results. In accordance
with the strategy discussed in
the introduction
we first need to find the string tension for quarks in the fundamental
representation
in order to determine
the mapping
eq. (1.3) between p and the
corresponding
two-dimensional
parameter &,,. The string tension can, however, be
determined
by different methods, which do not necessarily yield identical results.
Our first method consists in computing
the Creutz ratio x(R, T). These results
are shown in fig. 1 and table 2. Following the standard procedure we have drawn
a straight line which represents the envelope. This method is of course somewhat
subjective. On fig. 1 we have drawn an envelope corresponding
to a A value
A = o.o19J,

(4.1)

.

Our results on x( R, T) agree with the recent data obtained

by Gutbrod

and Montvay

[17] and Berg et al. [18] for p G 2.4. For p larger the results are in between those
of ref. [ 181 and ref. [ 171, being closest to those of ref. [ 171. Presumably
what we
observe here is a finite size effect.
Inspired by a recent analysis of three-dimensional
SU(2) lattice gauge theory [ 191
we have tried to fit the data to the ansatz
-In

W(R, T) = (+(p)RT + c(P)(R + T) + d(P)
$rrT/R+flnR-

f ln(1-ee-2”“7’R)
n=l

1.

(4.2)

J. An&j&-n
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0.2

0.

I

0.02

I

L

Fig. 1. The Creutz

ratios

based

=-P

I

2.6

2.4

2.2

on the Wilson averages

for quarks

in the fundamental

representation.

Eq. (4.2) was derived in ref. [ 191 from the simplest possible string model. d denotes
the dimension
of space-time. The Coulomb term (d - 2)&rT/ R in (4.2) is Liischer’s
universal roughening
correction [lo] to the string tension,
the last bracket in (4.2) are corrections
within the string
fact that T is not much larger than R. Note that despite
the last bracket

is symmetric

while the other terms in
model coming from the

its asymmetric

in R and T.

TABLET

The Creutz

P
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
The numbers

x22

0.404 (1)
0.319 (1)
0.2526 (9)
0.2130(S)
0.1870 (2)
in brackets

X3Z
0.309
0.218
0.146
0.111
0.0876

(4)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(6)

are the errors

ratios
X44

X55

0.25 (5)
0.18 (1)
0.099 (7)
0.070 (4)
0.05 1(2)

0.047 (10)
0.025 (6)

in the last numerals.

appearance
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Eq. (4.2) was found

et al. / Stochastic

to give an excellent

conjnement

representation

of the data

in three

dimensions
for J? between 5 and 6.5 corresponding
to a string tension U(P) between
0.1 and 0.05. The corresponding
p values in four dimensions
are 2.3 and 2.4 where
the fit works very well too (x’ between
length

l/G

b ecomes

R - 3 lattice spacings

1 and 2). For large values of /? the correlation

so large (“7

lattice

spacings

we are partly in the perturbative

for p = 2.6) that even for
region.

At least the perturba-

tive Coulomb
potential
should mix with the Liischer term. We find that this is a
quite natural explanation
of the increasing
deterioration
of the fit (4.2) for j3 = 2.5
and p = 2.6.
A way of testing this is to let the coefficient in front of the last bracket in (4.2)
be determined
by the fit. An alternative
way (giving the same results) is to use a
procedure first proposed by Stack [20]. It is based on the observation
that to a good
approximation
the measured -In W(R, T) lies on a straight line for fixed R c T. In
this way a “potential”
PR(p) is extracted, PR(p) being the slope of the straight line.
PR(p) is then fitted to
J’R(P) = c(P)R

+ F(P) +

&P)lR .

(4.3)

Except for the sum of logarithms
in (4.2) which tells us how fast -In W(R, T)
approaches
a straight line in T for T 2 R, the value of d(p) should be -AT (the
coefficient in the roughening Coulomb potential [lo]) if (4.2) is a good approximation.
From table 3 where both (a(P), c(p), d(P)) and (a(P), c(p), d(p)) are tabulated,
we see that it is the case for p = 2.3 and 2.4 while for /? = 2.5 and 2.6 d(p) decreases
as one would expect if one was entering the perturbative
region where d(p) is
proportional
to p-‘. The deviation of d(P) from -&T is not large, however, and
o-(p), c(p) and a(P), C(p) agree well for p 2 2.3. In figs. 2 and 3 we show a(P) and
(+(P).
In conclusion
we have to a reasonable
approximation
seen scaling. For /3 = 2.3
and 2.4 we have presumably
seen Liischer’s universal roughening
correction to the
string tension, although this is by no means established
with the same confidence
as in the three-dimensional
case (see [19]). For larger values of /I a perturbative
Coulomb
potential presumably
dominates
the roughening
correction
for the sizes
of Wilson

loops we can measure.
TABLE

Fitted values

for the parameters

3
in eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)

P

u(P)

c(P)

d(P)

O(P)

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

0.232 (2)
0.141 (2)
0.066 (6)
0.03 1 (5)
0.014 (4)

0.54(l)
0.56 (2)
0.59 (2)
0.58 (1)
0.56 (1)

-0.48 (1)
-0.50 (3)
-0.51 (4)
-0.48 (4)
-0.45 (3)

0.248 (1)
0.136(8)
0.060 (4)
0.027 (2)
0.015 (2)

The numbers in brackets are the errors in the last numerals. The values
c and d as well as the errors are obtained by the method of least squares.

C(P)
0.46
0.57
0.59
0.57
0.54

(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)

of the parameters

U)
-0.21
-0.26
-0.26
-0.25
-0.23

(1)
(2)
(1)
(I)
(1)

6, E, 2, o,
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We shall

TENSION

FOR

now consider

first one might

QUARKS

the string

react by saying

asymptotically

(1.4). However,

tension

ISOSPIN

that the Wilson

are dominated

j=

for quarks

that such string

isospin j, since it is well known
isospin

WITH

of isospin

tensions

cannot

loop averages

by the perimeter

eq. (1.4) can be considered

I,$,

j = 1, 3,. . . . At
exist for integer

for quarks

terms,

as an asymptotic

of integer

as is shown
equation

by eq.

with the

dominant perimeter term plus a subdominant
area term. Hence with enough accurate
data it is also possible to determine the area term. If the j = 1 string tension scales
the way it is to be expected from the renormalization
group, then the area term
survives in the continuum
limit. In practice, because of Bernard’s argument [7], one
does not even expect the perimeter term in eq. (1.4) to be important
relative to the
area term for loops of the size we are actually able to measure. Our results turn out
to be quite consistent
with this expectation.
As the expectation
values of Wilson loops corresponding
to quarks with isospin
j, Wj(R, T), decrease very rapidly with isospin j, we can only measure loops up to
(R, T) equal (2,2) for j > 1 and loops up to (R, T) equal (3,4) for j = 1.
In fig. 4 we have shown the ratios xj(R, T)/,Y,,~(R, T) and it is seen that they satisfy
xi(R
.

T)Ixvz(R

X(2),.,
x(2)

0

Jil,2

(4.4)

T) = ?j(j + 1)
X(~)J+

x@.)J=2

o

x(2)Js1,2

x(2)J1,,2

t

8 I ----__---_____-_-

$ ---

4 --

8

(J=2)

5

(J.3/2)

6
___-____-___ 0

3----

0 ----O--

4
__-i__-~-__-‘--_~-_-_~_-.

a, 3 (J=l)

2

I

I
2.2

I

I
2.4

-P

2.6
x(3)J.,

.

x(3)J1,,*
t

4
8/3

-_-____-__--;__-_r--_~-_
2

I
22

24

26

Fig. 4. The ratios ,y,/,yllz.

(J:
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(see also table 5). We will return

to the discussion

of eq. (4.4) later.
To make better use of the available
(j = l), we tried a fit to the ansatz
-In

Wj=,(R,

data for quarks

in the adjoint

representation

T)=U,,,(P)RT+Cj=,(P)(T+R)
+f(d

In eq. (4.5) we have placed

-2)

[

R-f

&rrg+$ln

f

ln(1 -e-2nnT’R)

n=,

1.

(4.5)

a factor t = j( j + I)/$(; + 1) in front of the Liischer term.

If we imagine an adjoint heavy quark is built out of two fundamental
quarks one
would naively expect that not one but two color electric flux lines would connect
the quark-antiquark
pair in the Wilson loop. The factor 4 would then correspond
to vector addition.
Further support to this idea comes from the analysis of threedimensional
SU(2) where much better Monte Carlo data are available [21]. There
the factor in from the last term in (4.5) can be left arbitrary and the fit seems to
favor 5.
In table 4 we present

the results of the fit to (4.5) and in fig. 2 we show the “adjoint

string tension”
u,,=,(p) from (4.5) together with the “fundamental
aj=l/z(P) from (4.2). It is seen that r,,=,(p) scales well, in agreement
results [7].

string tension”
with Bernard’s

We shall now study the hypothesis that one has approximate
dimensional
reduction. In two dimensions
the adjoint Wilson loop average is given by eq. (2.19). In
fig. 5 we have shown the “fundamental
string tension” or&“*
in two dimensions.
For P2b > 2j(j + 1) one can use the asymptotic
formula (for all j)
(4.6)
Using fig. 5 and eq. (4.6) we can compute the value &,, for which a~,“*(&,)=
~~~“‘(p~b).
In fig. 6 we have shown the result. Thus we have mapped the fourdimensional
P4b to a corresponding
P2b, i.e. we have determined
relation equation (1.3). This can clearly always be done, irrespective
has dimensional

reduction

the functional
of whether

one

or not.
TABLE 4

Fitted values for the parameters
P

m&i,(P)

C,d,(P)

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

0.53 1 (8)
0.343 (9)
0.187 (8)
0.086 (9)
0.031 (5)

1.45 (1)
1.49(l)
1.53 (I)
1.54(l)
1.52(l)

G,(P)
-1.31 (I)
-1.33 (1)
-1.35 (I)
-1.35 (2)
-1.32(2)

in eq. (4.5)

Wilson loops on which the fit is based
(1 xl), (1 x2), (2x2), (2x3)
(1 x1),(1 x2),(2x2),(2x3),(3x3)
(1 x1),(1 x2),(2x2),(2x3),(3x3)
(1~1),(1~2),(2~2),(2x3),(3~3),(3~4)
(1 x I), (1 X2), (2 X2), (2 X3), (3 X3), (3 X4)

The numbers in brackets represent the errors in the last numerals. The values of the parameters
cnd,, and d,,, as well as the errors are obtained by the method of least squares.

o,~,,
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Fig. 5. The fundamental

I

I
IO

IO

and the adjoint string tensions in two-dimensional
We have also included j = g and j = 2.

Using the Pz,,=f(P40)
we can find
approximately
right we should obtain
o:LG‘&
To investigate

confinement

~&f(@~,,)).

SU(2) lattice gauge theory.

If dimensional

= &L/@GD)).

reduction

is

(4.7)

this question

let us first consider fig. 2. Using the functional
relation
a:E’(f(&,,)).
Eq.
(4.6)
is
valid
for the
Pzn=f(LL)
we have mapped ~,=1,2(P40) to
From eq. (4.6) we simply predict
P 2D considered.
aj(P4D>

a,= r/2(&)
From fig. 2 we see that this prediction

z-z

j(j+l)

ij(j+l).

(4.8)

t<; + I>
is well satisfied

The same conclusion
is reached if we
mentioned
after eq. (4.4) (see table 5 and
R, T involved for the higher j’s imply
tension, but contains a perturbative
part

for aj=,(p4,,).

compare the measured
fig. 4). Here one could
that xj(R, T) not only
also, especially for p

xj(R, T), as already
argue that the small
measures the string
= 2.5 and 2.6. This is

correct and the reason that eq. (4.4) is so well satisfied is that the lowest order
perturbative
corrections
also satisfy eq. (4.4), which are just the ratios between the
Casimir’s corresponding
to representations
with isospin j and 9. We would like to
turn the argument around and say that xj(2 x2) contains a perturbative
part and a
part coming from the string tension. The perturbative
part satisfies eq. (4.4). We
therefore conclude from our data that this applies to the string tension part also.
l

It might be appropriate
at this point to remind the reader
like eq. (4.6) in two dimensions
is that the string tension

that the reason that one has a simple result
here is a lowest order perturbation
result!
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l

I I (Pm)
-

FROM Q @,=!n

12WZD)

i

2.4

2.2

2.0

2.6

P
Fig. 6. &,, as a function

of p. The error bars come from the uncertainty
tension.
TABLE

Comparison

between

the measured

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

string

5

Xad,(R, T) and the Xadj predicted
X,=1

P

in the four-dimensional

by dimensional

reduction

X1=3/2

x,=2

X,= I/Z

Xzz = 0.4036
X22 = 0.3 190
Xzz = 0.2526
X3x = 0.146
Xzz = 0.2130
X3s=o.lll
X*2 = 0.1870
X,s = 0.0876

(I I)
(7)
(9)
(2)
(5)
(1)
(3)
(7)

measured

predicted

0.995
0.808
0.658
0.36
0.562
0.25
0.497
0.23

I .076
0.850
0.674
0.39
0.568
0.29
0.499
0.23

(5)
(4)
(4)
(11)
(2)
(4)
(1)
(2)

measured

(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)

The numbers in brackets are the errors in the last numerals.
by computing
pzo from Xfund and then using eq. (4.7).

1.6 (2)

predicted

measured

predicted

1.19 (4)

2.0
1.60(l)
I .26

1.7 (3)

2.0

I .04 (3)

1.065

1.7 (2)

1.7

0.93 (1)

0.935

1.52 (16)

1.50

I .45 (8)

The predicted

values of Xadj are obtained
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SPECTRAL

DENSITY

We have based our results

on a measurement

which we have computed the Wilson
these results we can go in the opposite
for various

loops from

W,=,,* and

~,(a) = i
j=O

of the spectral

density

pc(a) from

for j = i and j = I. Having obtained
and reconstruct the spectral density

averages
direction

Wj=,, using

the formula*
sin [(2j + l)cy]

W,(CW + 11

sin ff

’

(4.9)

In practice the sum is truncated at j = 1 for larger loops, since for these W3,2 is so
small that it is killed by statistical noise. For smaller loops (e.g. 2 x2) higher j’s do
contribute.
It should
the spectral

be noticed that the sum in eq. (4.9) starts with 1. Hence, for small Wj’S
density is of the form p,(a) = 1 +small terms. This leads to a danger

since a small uncertainty
in p=(a) can reflect a very large (e.g. 100% or more)
uncertainty
in the Wj’s. Therefore we think it is better to use the W,‘s directly in
the check of dimensional
reduction.
In fig. 7 we have reconstructed
some p’s for p = 2.6 using eq. (4.9) and the
measured
Wj’s. We see the expected feature that for smaller loops the eigenvalues
are concentrated
around smaller values of CL Thus for smaller loops the matrix
U(C) is closer to 1 on the average, whereas for larger loops (e.g. 4 x 4 and 5 x 5 for
p = 2.6) one has an almost uniform probability
for finding all eigenvalues
between
0 and rr.
The spectral density eq. (4.9) cannot be used directly to check dimensional
reduction, since the Wj’S involve the perimeter as well as the area behaviour. Hence
it also follows that the spectral densities constructed
from eq. (4.9) do not show
scaling behaviour.
It is, however, possible to construct
“renormalized”
spectral
densities where the perimeter as well as the Coulomb terms have been removed in
the Wj’s. To do this one uses the ansatze (4.2) and (4.5) together with the fitted
values for the various parameters entering in these equations.
In fig. 8 we show as
an example a comparison
at /3 = 2.6 of the renormalized
versus the unrenormalized
p,(a) for a (“large”) 5 ~5 loop. The unrenormalized
spectral density is an almost
uniform probability distribution.
However, the renormalized
&a) differs drastically,
since smaller eigenvalues
are rather strongly preferred.
The “renormalized”
spectral density in fig. 8 has the property that it scales to the
extent that the string tension scales. It is therefore rather clear from fig. 8 that the
unrenormalized
spectral density represents
a poor approximation
to the scaling
behavior. The concentration
of eigenvalues at smaller values of (Yin the renormalized
l

All formulae given in this section are valid for the SU(2) group. As mentioned
in sect. 3 they are
slightly modified when one uses the 120-element
icosahedral
subgroup.
However,
the first five
irreducible representations
of SU(2), j =$, I, $2, fare also irreducible representations
when restricted
to this discrete subgroup.
Except for the very small loops, only j = f and j = I are relevant and we
therefore use the full SU(2) group notation.
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that this pc(~) scales

(approximately),

limit than the unrenormalized

when p becomes

and

p=(a), since for a

larger.

5. Discussion and conclusions
The main

conclusion

of this paper

is that within

the inherent

approximations

in

the Monte Carlo calculations
and with our limited statistics, we observe a 4 + 2
(within ~10%) dimensional
reduction
for SU(2). We now summarize this feature
and some other conclusions
in some detail.
(i) We have found in agreement with [7] that within the Monte Carlo approximation on a 124 lattice there exists an adjoint string tension which scales (approximately)
to the same extent that the fundamental
string tension scales. In general the adjoint
Wilson

average

in SU(N)

is expected

Wadj( R, T) ^- e-

to behave

~,,,(P)R~-c,,,(P)(R+T)

like

+const
e

-k(P)(R+T)

(5.1)

N2

In our case we have used Bernard’s argument
[7] to ignore the second term and
our results are quite self-consistent,
since we find a scaling behavior for the string
tension o,dj(P). If the second term in eq. (5.1) had been dominant, this would clearly
not have been possible.
The fact that ~adj(P) survives in the continuum
limit tells us something
confinement
mechanism.
Even if the first term in (5.1) will be subdominant

about the
for finite

N and large loops, it could in principle be measured and it is plausible that ~~adj(p)
Therefore
the center Z, or
is generated
by the same mechanism
as u &P).
non-abelian
Z, monopoles
seem to play no role in the confinement
mechanism
of
QCD. Rather our results seem to indicate that a possible understanding
of the
confinement
mechanism
for N + cc might also lead to an understanding
of confinement for N = 2. Indeed, it has been shown by Greensite and Halpern [22] that for
N + co the adjoint

string tension
aadj(P>

as a consequence
that the adjoint

exists and is twice the fundamental
=

2afund(P)(N

*

O”> 7

string tension,
(5.2)

of factorization.
Thus, if one has confinement
for N -+ ~0, it follows
string tension scales in the continuum
limit. This is similar to the

SU(2) case, see eq. (4.8).
(ii) Our second main conclusion
is that within our data we have dimensional
reduction (within = 10%). This we take as an indication
that the dynamical mechanisms behind the formation of the fundamental
and adjoint strings are the same. We
would like to mention that we now have some preliminary
evidence (to be published
in a forthcoming
paper) that dimensional
reduction
also works from 3 to 2
dimensions.
If this result remains valid when we get more Monte Carlo data this
will imply that QCD has chosen a dimensional
reduction
which is different from
the solid state example (d + d -2) discussed in the beginning
of sect. 2.

J. Ambjflrn
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For SU(2) we find the approximate

relation
(5.3)

where the isospin

j is j = f and j = 1. Thus

the string tensions

are proportional

to

the Casimir operators. Eq. (5.3) is a perturbative
result in two dimensions.
Thus eq.
(5.3) represents the mapping of a non-perturbative
four-dimensional
string tension
to a perturbative
two-dimensional
lead to an analytic approximation

string tension. One might hope that this could
scheme for QCD in four dimensions.

The fact that the Casimir enters in eq. (5.3) is natural from a flux tube point of
view. However, the result (5.3) is non-trivial
and does e.g. not occur in the strong
coupling limit. Here one has [5] for sufficiently small loops
uj(P>

-2j

=

In p .

(5.4)

This also shows that our result (5.3) is far from the strong coupling region,
(iii) Our third main conclusion
is that because of dimensional
reduction
there
exists a random color magneticflux in the vacuum. To show this one constructs the
renormalized
spectral density pp”(o ; p) as discussed below eq. (4.9). (In the general
case the second term in eq. (5.1) should also be subtracted.)
From dimensional
reduction
we then have
&?a
where

Eq.

fbD=f(P).

(5.5)

; P)

is valid

=

dDca

;

because

PZD) ,

(5.5)

of the

Fourier

expansion

(4.9),

where each normalized
WY” has dimensional
reduction.
In the continuum
the
two-dimensional
spectral density is known [23]. In two dimensions
one has the
convolution
property
&y+,+(

v;

P2D)

=

d b?,:(

U;

where

v=(T
Hence

we get for the four-dimensional

PrAe:+&(
vi PI =
where

p =f’(PZD).

Thus

pZD)d4:;‘(

v;

P2D)

(5.6)

7

eq.

renormalized

d uprAe:(
u; P)P::(~-’

we see that

u-’

spectral
Vi

we have the random

density
(5.7)

PI,

color

magnetic

flux

introduced
in ref. [3] and discussed for SU(2) in ref. [5] (see also sect. 2, eqs.
(2.5)-(2.19)). The interpretation
is that the fluxes through the areas A, and A, are
additive and add up to the flux through the area Al +A,, because V = (U)( U-’ V).
By further decompositions
we can obtain an equation which is the SU(2) version
of eq. (2.12).
We have thus seen that dimensional
reduction
implies that the QCD vacuum
consists of random colour magnetic fluxes. This is the reason for confinement
for
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as well as the adjoint

similar to the strong coupling
quantitative
difference.
It should be noticed
renormalized
spectral
through the area A.
The additivity

limit,

strings. The situation
although

is therefore

qualitatively

eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) indicate

a large

that the fluxes in eq. (5.7) are additive (V = U( U/-l V)). The
density ~:“(a ; p) is the probability
for finding the flux (Y

of the fluxes could be taken as a hint of some underlying

picture. However, as discussed
before
representation
does not see the center.

this

is not possible

because

topological
the adjoint

A possible explanation
of the origin of the random flux causing dimensional
reduction is perhaps simply that the non-abelian
dynamics is highly non-linear
and
hence can easily cause chaos, in analogy with the way in which the hydrodynamics
equations
cause the phenomenon
of turbulence.
The main difference between the
abelian and the non-abelian
cases would then be that the non-abelian
case is much
more non-linear
than the abelian case.
The whole concept of dimensional
reduction gives rise to a number of questions:
(a) In two dimensions
glueballs do not exist, whereas in four dimensions
there
is evidence from Monte Carlo calculations
that they do exist [24]. At first sight this
appears to be a contradiction.
However, one should be very careful in analyzing
this problem. From dimensional
reduction one has for Ix-y] large
(tr V, tr u,)-(tr
Thus, in an approximate

LJ,)(tr qy).

sense we see that we have factorization.

(5.8)
This means

that

the correlation
is small. However, from this it does not follow that glueballs do not
exist. It follows that they interact weakly (the residue of the glueball pole is small).
This situation is very similar to the large-N limit. Here one has factorization
like
in (5.8). However, glueballs can very well exist for N + a~ (finite mass etc.), but their
interaction
disappears.
(b) The roughening
phenomenon
contradicts
dimensional
reduction.
Here one
should, however, remember
roughening
is quantitatively

that according to Liischer’s estimate [lo] the effect of
small (of the order l/ R2 relative to 1). Thus, for large

loops the linear potential
always dominates.
From an intuitive point of view it is
also rather clear that the dynamical mechanism which is responsible for the formation
of the linear potential is different from the mechanism
responsible
for roughening.
(c) There is usually a strong dependence
on the dimension
as far as phase
transitions
are concerned. Thus one may also regard this fact as being contradictory
to dimensional
reduction.
Here one should remember that dimensional
reduction
is only approximate
since it is associated with the string formation. Thus it is easy
to conceive that one has an approximate
description
which does not “see” the phase
transition.
We have illustrated this in fig. 9. As a more concrete example one may
think of SU(o0). Here one has the well known weak Gross-Witten
phase transition
[25] which appears in two dimensions.
Dimensional
reduction does not predict that

J. Ambjtirn
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Fig. 9. A phase
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transition
at p,. The broken curve represents a good approximation
The approximation
does not “see” the phase transition.

to the full curve.

such a phase transition should occur in four-dimensional
SU(co). On the other hand,
from dimensional
reduction
one expects a quantitatively
similar behavior. Thus,
since W( C”) = 0 for n 2 2 and &, s Pcrit. (where C is a curve enclosing one plaquette)
in two dimensions
[25] one expects from dimensional
reduction that W(C”) = 0 for
n 2 2 and &, =f(p) s Pcrit. Such a phenomenon
has actually been observed to a
good approximation
by Migdal et al. [6].
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